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How to transform from 
 

GOOD TO BETTER
AS A C    UPLE

Relationship Coaching

20 hours online



Self-Management. Understanding one’s automatic reactions

in a relationship and how to interrupt them, bringing your

best self forward on purpose

Guidelines and practices for having difficult conversations in

relationships including mood management, staying on track, moving

conversations to resolution, and conflict resolution

Practices for developing a centered, grounded presence to support

How to shift the parts of ourselves that limit possibilities

IN 4 DAYS, YOU WILL LEARN



Effective communication - How to listen to each other for clarity and

understanding and making effective request and offers in

relationships

Building trust in a relationship - How to most effectively coordinate

with your partner for clarity and accountability

AND MORE...

How to form a vision with your partner for your relationship

How to invite and practice intimacy in your relationship



Pause. Reflect.
 

How are you 
gr   wing as a couple?



Gr   und your
relationship 

to the next level 



Relationship Coaching with Somatics

Somatic coaching through the body.

“Soma” refers to the body in its wholeness – mind, body and spirit.

This approach recognises that a person’s physical, mental, emotional, and

psychological history is manifested through the body in particular patterns, and

by working through the body these historical patterns can be changed.

This gentle, systemic process with expert coaching allows one to open up and

reshape ones history – your self – through releasing historical patterns,

contractions, tension, and trauma in the body.

In this process of opening and releasing long-held patterns and contractions, one

creates space for more energy and aliveness in the body.

When there’s more aliveness, there can be more choices, and more opportunity to

shift issues in life.

This change is sustained by through the practice of a new “shape” and related

new life practices.



What is imp   rtant 
for you in your

relationship now?



A master somatic coach,

facilitator and teacher who

taught at Strozzi Institute for

18 years, and had the honour

to teach in the US, the UK,

China and Singapore. In the

last 28 years, he has more

than 8700 teaching,

coaching and organisational

training hours.

MADELINE WADE

An internationally respected somatic coach, bodyworker and teacher

with more than 10,000 client sessions since 1998. Based on Richard

Strozzi-Heckler, and Jeanne Kerrigan bodywork and methodology.

MARK MOONEY



ISABELLE CLAUS TEIXEIRA

A Professional Certified Coach

(PCC), focusing on Somatics and

neuroscience-based holistic

approaches and a Certified TRE

Provider. She is also a Talent and

Leadership Development

consultant , following her 25-year

career as Head of HR and Head of

Talent Management and

Leadership Development in

Fortune 100 companies and

across 9 countries.



An educator with ontological coaching

experience and Founder of Mindful

Space. 

Established the first parent and child

physical platform in Singapore that

curates from different experts around

the world. Mindful Space creates holistic

and experiential activities through

parenting workshops, kids enrichment,

parent and child classes, and family

events.

To build a parenting community that

aims to be a proactive, positive and

respectful role model for the future

generation.

VERNESSA CHUAH



How to m   ve forward 
in a relationship

together?



March 4 - 6 and Mar 13

July 1 - 3 and July 10

Oct 7 - 9 and Oct 16

Couple Edition 2021'

20 hours online course

Cost: $1300 per couple

Early Bird: $1200 per couple (20 days before start date)

+ optional private couple coaching (at a special rate) 

Limited seats! Register now. Please note your seats are confirmed only upon full payment.

Cancellation fee is incurred at 5% for cancellation by the participant. The course requires a

minimum number of participant to run effectively and add value to your learning. We will confirm

7 days before the course commencement whether the course will proceed or be postponed

to the next intake. In the event, you cannot proceed with the upcoming intakes, we will proceed

with a 100% refund to you.

www.mindfulspace.com.sg

WhatsApp +65 9783 7313

Thu & Fri     7:00pm - 10:00pm

Sat             9:30am - 4:30pm

                   Singapore GMT +8





Set your g   al to
deepen your
relationship 

A  S E A S O N  O F  

L O V E  &  C O M M I T M E N T

Relationship Coaching





"For anybody who have tried other forms of personal development and

still feel stuck, I would highly recommend Mark and Madeline somatic

coaching and workshops. Love the somatic activities. Each session

keeps getting better. Practise, feedback, practise.

 

We all go off center, and I've learn to constantly recenter as a daily

practice. Very helpful. Thank you Mark and Madeline for your

everlasting love and dedication.

 

Imagine your relationship with your mind, soul, emotions and critically

your body all aligned to form a constructive relationship. Bodily

awareness and being centered should the the foundation of every

relationship. A unique look at relationships through somatics."

 

Clement



"There are many highlights for me in this workshop. 

"How to keep a difficult conversation ongoing by being curious"

"Learn to be centered to self manage"

"How to connect with myself and being mindful of how my own inner

voice can impact how the conversation will go"

 

Love the live demonstration from both Mark and Madeline on how

conversations can go wrong and the good demo too.  Still much more

to learn, but I am glad that I have something to start working on :) 

 

The workshop offers initial insights on how one can self manage

oneself, and the key points of how to keep the conversation ongoing

for the aim of conflict resolution, an important tool of keeping

relationship lasts. This workshop would benefit those who are keen to

work on all kinds of relationships, e.g. with spouse, our children as well

as parents. Would love to attend more in-depth workshops by Mark and

Madeline in the future. "

 

Christina



"When I first signed up the workshop, I did not have much expectation. I just want to

have a better relationship with my husband and better communication. The first few

Fridays I was plagued with tiredness and sometimes I wondered why on earth I signed

up a workshop on Friday night! Little did I know that the magic is slowing unfolding

within me. It is amazing to observe the shift within me.

 

I felt like I had a third eye looking at my life circumstances even in the moment of

disagreement and conflict. I have to confess that I practice centering every day when I

remember and I have not yet attained the frequency required. I don’t feel I have done a

lot but yet I started to feel that I am slowly shifting…not just my attitude towards my

husband but also my kids and my coworkers at work. 

 

I am able to stay calm despite the presence of irritation. I am able to hold a more

empathetic and fruitful conversation with people around me. I am indeed amazed by

myself!!! I have undergone counselling since last year and I already have started some

work on myself but the shift in the last few weeks was much more obvious and I owe all

of you a big “THANK YOU”!!!

 

Last night I went for a walk at the reservoir. I decided to do centering with a big old

tree. I immediately feel rooted as if we are sharing the same space and roots. 

It was so powerful. I have found a new friend!"
 

Virginia



"It's a valuable experience for anyone who would like to work on

their lives. I have gained a better clarity in my relationship and

reconnected with myself and understand my partner better, and

how I can support him. In life, you will never know whether you

made the right decision until you go in. I also reconnected with the

stand I made for myself - courage and love.

 

Mark and Madeline have so much wisdom to offer and the

sessions with them have been very enlightening! The somatic

practices taught are valuable life skills that can be applied in

every day life. Thank You Mark and Madeline for your love and

generosity!"

 

Fan Yun


